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Whenever you find yourself on the side of the majority, it's time to pause and reflect. 
- Mark Twain 

 
 

 

 

This annual report is built on the previous 2011-12 AOP Manager Work Plan. I would like to thank 
all the staff and students who have help inform my first year in this role. My deepest gratitude 
continues to go to the families and children who we work with as they continue to teach us and 
shape our AO journey as we walk along this path together. 
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This report reflects the work that the agency and in particular the AOP Manager has undertaken 
in the first year in this new role.    
 
With the focus on Transformation Agenda, the agency started its formalized focus on AOP with 
the formation of the Diversity-AOP Committee in 2007.  In 2011, four years later, the AOP 
Manager position was created by the agency, at the endorsement of the Board of Directors, in 
2011 to provide support and leadership to the organization and staff in our collective AO journey.  
 
The position of the AOP Manager was announced in the agency on May 6th, 2011 and officially 
began on October 1st, 2011.  The time between the announcement and commencement of the 
position was spent organizationally restructuring the Supervised Access Program to facilitate the 
Resource Development Unit (RDU) Manager (this writer) to take on the role of the AO Manager 
on a half-time basis.  Therefore currently, the AOP Manager is a half-time position and is 
balanced with the needs of managing RDU (consisting of the Kinship Care, Alternate Care, 
Volunteer Services and Transportation programs).     
   
This annual report will outline how the AOP Manager carried out this role according to the work 
plan written in 2011.  This work plan was structured around bringing to life five philosophical AOP 
statements that have been informed by and are reflective of the agency’s vision and philosophy.   
 

VISION STATEMENT OF THE CHILDREN’S AID SOCIETY OF BRANT 
 

All children will be safe, supported, encouraged and nurtured in order to achieve their potential. 
 
All children will have their inherent right to be children protected. 
 
All children will be valued members of a family and community. 
 
Each family will be valued as the primary source of safety, stability and nurturing. 
 
Each family will promote a sense of belonging and cultural identity for its members. 
 
Families will demonstrate a value system that affirms respect, dignity, self-reliance and 
commitment to responsible parenting and citizenship. 
 
Families will have sufficient resources and opportunities to realize their potential as hopeful and 
responsible citizens. 
 
The community will promote economic and social well-being of its members, enabling them to live 
in harmony. 
 
The community will be respectful and responsive to the environment and to the needs and rights 
of all its members. 
 
 

PURPOSE STATEMENT OF THE CHILDREN’S AID SOCIETY OF BRANT 
 
The Children’s Aid Society of Brant will work with families and the community to safeguard a 
permanent, nurturing family for all children at risk of abuse, neglect or abandonment. 
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In response to our commitment to strengthen and value families, we will work to recognize and 
use the strengths of families in all assessment, decision-making, and actions. 
 
We share with the community the responsibility for protecting children and strengthening families. 
 
We will work in collaboration with the community to achieve this purpose. 
 

FIVE PHILOSOPHICAL STATEMENTS GUIDING THIS WORKPLAN 
 

1. The Children’s Aid Society of Brant endorses anti-oppressive practice both at practice, 
organizational and systemic levels.  

 
2. The Children’s Aid Society of Brant supports a learning environment for all members of the 

organization.  
 
3. The Children’s Aid Society of Brant is committed to working with all families in  

order to support safe and nurturing environments for all children. 
 
4. The Children’s Aid Society recognizes and values the diversity of families. 
 
5. The Children’s Aid Society of Brant works collaboratively with community partners to serve 

families. 
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PHILOSOPHICAL STATEMENTS GUIDING AO WORK AT BRANT 
 

1. The Children’s Aid Society of Brant endorses anti-oppressive practice both at practice, 
organizational and systemic levels.  

 

GOAL ONGOING TASKS STEPS TAKEN IN 2011-12 

To work in 
collaboration 
with other 
provincial child 
welfare AOP 
initiatives to 
enhance the 
quality of 
service 
delivered to 
families. 
 
 
 
 
 

 Agency representative at the 

Provincial Anti-Oppression 

Roundtable.  

 Share information from the 

roundtable with the rest of the 

agency. 

 Liaise with and learn from other 

agencies on their “AO journey”, in 

order to assist our agency’s 

journey. 

 

 

 Member of the AO 

Roundtable 

 Shared information from the 

AOR through Diversity-AOP 

Committee. Minutes from the 

D-AOP Committee are 

available to all staff through 

the intranet.  Information is 

also shared at the Leadership 

Team Meetings. 

 Liaised on a continual basis 

with other agencies, which 

provides opportunities for 

learning. 

To coordinate 
the 
implementation 
of the AOR 
framework 
within the 
agency. 

 Determine what steps have been 

started and what needs to occur 

within the Brant CAS context. 

 Create a multi-year plan for the 

operationalization of the 

framework. 

 In progress. Currently 

meeting with all the teams at 

CAS Brant. 

 

Chair the 
Diversity-AOP 
Committee  
 

 Chair meetings 

 Bring forward items for discussion 

from staff 

 Maintain the yearly budget for the 

AOP committee. 

 Ensure that minutes are 

completed and posted on intranet 

to increase visibility of work done 

at the Committee. 

 Be the liaison between the 

community, agency and 

Committee. 

 Provide the agency’s Board of 

Directors with regular reports on 

the work of this position, the 

Committee and the agency (as it 

pertains to AO). 

 All tasks outlined in previous 

column are completed on an 

ongoing basis. 

 Report will be provided to the 

Board of Directors in 2013 

 
In the past year, this writer joined the Provincial Anti-Oppression Roundtable, a provincial body 
with multi-layered representation of staff from various CASs who examine AOP and child welfare. 
The AOP Manager represents the agency at this table and works in conjunction with the members 
to further AOP on the provincial agenda.  It has been of great benefit to be a member of the table 
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as it provides a natural link to the larger macro levels of child welfare while at the same time, 
providing support on micro levels by providing examples of promising practices, which help inform 
our practice at Brant. Additionally, the Roundtable provides this writer with the opportunity to 
network with other staff in similar roles at their agencies, which can help provide resources for our 
agency. An example of this is that we recently secured a fellow member from the table who is an 
OACAS AO curriculum trainer to provide the training to our foster parents and volunteers. It was 
through information garnered through the AOR that we were able to make an appropriate match 
in trainer for our foster parent and volunteer base.   
 
During the past year, this writer also attended the OACAS Finding Our Way: Navigating Anti-
Oppressive Practice in Child Welfare” symposium, which focused on incorporating AO into child 
welfare and in particular into the Ontario child welfare system.  This symposium was one of the 
highest attended events held by OACAS, which illustrates a great interest in the field on this topic.  
The symposium consisted of presentations from various academics as well as child welfare 
practitioners from across the province.  This writer represented CAS Brant and presented “Our 
Way: The Children’s Aid Society of Brant’s AOP Journey” (2012) which discussed how our 
agency continues to purposefully work to organizationally embed AO into all facets of our agency 
and our work.  This writer subsequently published an academic article with the same name in the 
OACAS Journal. 

 
From an internal organizational perspective, this writer also continues to be a member and chair 
of the agency’s Diversity-AOP Committee.  In addition to completing all the tasks and 
responsibilities associated with the chair role, this writer in consultation with the D-AOP 
Committee spearheads the creation and coordination of smaller task-focused working sub-
committees.  In the past year, the following subcommittees have been created: 

 
i. Voices of Families and Youth (VOFY) Subcommittee - focused on looking at ways of working 
with families to bring their voices forward at different levels of our agency's work.  

 
This writer has sat on the VOFY and LGBTQ subcommittees and has provided leadership and 
coordination support to these committees. In the past year, the VOFY subcommittee has started 
the initial work of examining a path to work alongside families and youth to bring their voices into 
the different levels of our agency’s work. This subcommittee was created as we need to hear the 
input from families on not only our practice, but also our organization and how we can work 
collaboratively towards inclusive anti-oppressive practice under the agency’s CFSA mandate. 
 
It is important for us as an organization to share our power as a child welfare institution through 
not only hearing but also listening to families and youth, so that they can help inform our practice 
towards the share goal of community child safety and well-being.   
 
This path has not been travelled by many other Ontario child welfare agency in the past, so it 
requires time and thought into who to make it happen in a way that does not perpetuate further 
power imbalances between the agency and families.  Alongside this subcommittee’s work, the 
agency is in the process of completing its Strategic Planning Process, and therefore this 
subcommittee is awaiting the results of that process to determine next steps in their work forward. 
 
ii. LGBTQ Subcommittee - focused on services and support being designed by the agency for 
LGBTQ families and youth.  

 
The LGBTQ Subcommittee arose out of the need for support to be offered to 
lesbian/gay/bisexual/trans/queer youth in particular. This need was identified by a gay youth who 
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approached one of the agency’s Youth Transitional Workers, who in turn approached me with his 
request to set up a group for LGBTQ group. The Transitional Youth Worker and this writer worked 
closely on creating and implementing the youth group with other staff members and this group is 
currently being run out of the George Street Youth Centre.  This writer provides support and 
supervision to the staff involved in facilitating this group and the subcommittee was also created 
to support the staff as well as to identify supports that the larger agency needs in working with 
LGBTQ youth and families. In the past year, this writer has also committed to offering the OACAS 
Out and Proud training to all our staff to help deepen their understanding of LGBTQ issues. This 
training will be offered in a number of sessions throughout 2013.   

 
iii. Toys and Supplies Subcommittee - focused on researching the kinds of toys and other 
materials that we require as an organization to be more reflective and inclusive of all the families 
we serve.  

 
The Toys and Supplies Subcommittee created and recommended an inventory of toys and books 
that the agency purchased to increase the diversity of materials present in our buildings. This 
writer oversaw the purchases of the items and the distribution of these items throughout the 
agency.   
 
In addition to the toys and books, this past year the Committee also purchased posters to be 
displayed across the agency. These posters were vetted through the D-AOP Committee and 
images of inclusion, diversity or anti-oppression. This past year, we have purchased copies of the 
“The Golden Rule” poster. 
 
This subcommittee or any staff member can bring forth recommendations for the agency to 
purchase appropriate items at any time to the D-AOP Committee or this writer.  The D-AOP 
Committee has an annual budget of $5000 which can be used to purchase supplies for the 
agency to become more inclusive.   

 
iv. Social Justice and Advocacy subcommittee - focused on specific social justice and 
advocacy issues.   

 
The Social Justice and Advocacy Subcommittee has had some struggles getting started and 
therefore in 2013, this writer will help coordinate the meetings and work of this group.  The past 
year has shown that this role can be helpful in starting up new subcommittees and providing the 
support and structure as they start their work. Once the subcommittees are established with its 
own subculture and leadership, this writer can step out of those subcommittees in an effort to be 
efficient with the time-constraints of the half-time position.  When this subcommittee is formed, 
one of it’s first tasks will be to design a social advocacy statement/outline for the agency on how 
the committee and agency sees its role as social advocates.  

 
Each of these subcommittees are focused on particular tasks, however the meetings also provide 
opportunities for discussions on the micro, meso and macro levels of AO work.  These 
subcommittees also provide staff with opportunities to get involved in time-limited subcommittees 
if they are not able to commit to the membership requirements of the larger D-AOP Committee. 
 
As the work of the organization continues, it is expected that additional subcommittees will be 
formed as identified by staff.  The minutes of all of these subcommittees are made to the larger 
agency through the agency’s intranet system.   
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2. The Children’s Aid Society of Brant supports a learning environment for all members of the 

organization.  
       

GOAL TASKS STEPS TAKEN IN 2011-2012 

 
To support 
the agency’s 
staff, resource 
parents and 
volunteers 
learning and 
understanding 
of AOP 
 

 Attend unit meetings to discuss 

areas where I can assist teams with 

their learning and AO practice 

 Offer consultation support to 

Leaders Group and staff as a 

whole. 

 Standing agenda item at 

Leadership Team 

 Use the technology in place to 

enhance dialogue – posting 

articles/discussion points on the 

intranet. 

 Maintain and encourage use of 

AOP library 

 Meet with all new workers and 

orient them to the AO philosophy of 

the agency, the work that the 

Committee does, the library etc 

 Member of the Agency 

Development Committee 

 Work with agency staff on 

examining systems in place (or that 

need to be developed) for staff to 

bring forward AO issues. 

 Support training for all resource 

families (foster, kinship, adoption) 

on AOP. 

 Work with staff on how to enhance 

resource parents understanding of 

AOP issues through their practice 

with them. 

 Support training for volunteers and 

students. 

 Have attended16 unit/team 

meetings thus far.  In 2013, this 

writer will attend the remaining 10 

units/teams 

 Offer this consultation support on 

an ongoing basis. In 2011-12, this 

writer has met with numerous staff 

on an individual as well as team 

basis to offer support, guidance 

and advice on AO or diversity 

issues. 

 Advertise and encourage the use 

of the AOP library during unit tours 

as well as in everyday 

conversation with staff.  

 Meet with new staff and students 

on a regular basis to orient them 

to AO work 

 Sitting member of the Agency 

Development Committee 

 Worked with CRU to implement 

resource family and volunteer 

training 

 Provide support to resource team 

to deepen resource families’ 

understanding of AO and diversity 

 
This writer has used a variety of opportunities to help support AO opportunities for discussion and 
learning.  As a first step this writer has embarked on a journey to hear from every corner of the 
agency to garner staff input and perspective on AO and further embedding it into our organization.  
This information is also vital to our organization deciding on next steps to further enhancing the 
coordination and implementation of the AOR framework within the agency.   
 
Through these tours, staff are all asked 3 questions: 
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1. What trends/factors do you see as impacting the families who you work with as it pertains to 
AOP and/or diversity and families? 

2. What things are impacting your specific team as it pertains to AO and/or diversity? 
3. Suggestions for the agency on organizational improvement as it pertains to AOP-diversity. 

 

Teams/groups met with in 2011-12 Teams/groups to met with in 2013 

1. Accounting 
2. New Beginnings Team 
3. Northland Gardens Team 
4. Grey Street Team 
5. Differential Services Unit 
6. After Hours Unit 
7. Adoption Unit 
8. Paris-Nova Vita Team 
9. West Brant Team 
10. Central West Team 
11. Central East Team 
12. Resource Development Unit 
13. Aboriginal Services Unit 
14. Native Services Brant – all 

three teams 
15. Unit Assistant group (at the 

group’s request) 
16. Eagle Place Team (met with 

this team when there was a 
Manager changeover in 2011. 
Will return to this team in 2013 
with the new Manager). 

1. Legal Team 
2. Information Technology 
3. Human Resources 
4. Permanency Services 
5. Children’s Resource Unit 
6. Child Development Unit 
7. Management Assistants group  
8. Quality Assurance 
9. Family Group Conferencing 
10. Eagle Place Team 

 

 
These tours have provided this writer with vital information on what staff are seeing from their 
respective roles especially as it impacts on families and their work with them.  This information is 
important for the organization to hear so that we can understand the changing dynamics of 
families as well as what supports are needed both within the agency to continue on our AO 
journey.  When these unit tours are completed, this writer will gather all of the input which will help 
inform our next steps in operationalizing the AOR framework towards larger organizational 
change.   
 
In the past year, this writer has also provided consultation and support to staff both on an 
individual as well as a team basis. In the past year, seventeen staff have requested individual 
meetings with this writer to seek support or advice on various AO or diversity issues.  This 
number does not reflect ad-hoc conversations or consults which this writer also provides on a 
daily basis.  Through these meetings, this writer assesses if she can assist in any manner 
appropriate to her AOP Manager role, or otherwise assists by offering the staff person with other 
avenues or resources they can pursue. 
 
Additionally, this writer has met with numerous students from different universities or colleges who 
are completing their placement at our agency.  
 
This writer has also provided information and support to the Leadership Team by having AO-
Diversity as a standing item on the Leadership Team Meetings.  This agenda item is a standing 
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one as it embeds it into the expectation of the meetings and that a focus on AO practice is not to 
be an add-on but interwoven into the fabric of all layers of the agency. 
 
This writer has also provided support to the Leadership Team on AO issues such as to the senior 
leadership team when dealing with organizational AO issues.  For example, in the past year, this 
writer has been involved in two cases which have involved issues within two separate teams.  
This writer was asked to be a part of the process of dealing with these issues, however these two 
experiences has shown the agency that this is not an appropriate role for this position. Due to the 
time constraints as well as how this role is organizationally structured, it is not possible for the 
AOP Manager to get involved in specific internal situations. These situations have taught us that 
they can be resolved through the agency’s different conflict resolution processes and that this 
writer can provide arms-length consultation support if required. 

 
This writer is also a standing member of the Agency Development Committee. During the past 
year, this writer was the Manager representative at ADC table.  Through this involvement, it 
became apparent that being a standing member on this committee is vital to this role as it 
provides this writer with a “pulse” of the agency as the committee is made up of a representative 
of each team. This committee provides this writer with an important “barometer” on where staff 
are at and how we can support one another on our collective AO journey, as well as provide 
important insights into the pressure points of the agency.   
 
In the past year, this writer has also worked in collaboration with other staff on instituting 
mandatory AOP training for all resource parents and volunteers.  This writer has worked with the 
agency’s Foster Parent Trainer on securing the services of an OACAS AO trainer who is 
providing training to all of our resource families and volunteers. In order to help alleviate barriers 
of child care or different working hours, we are offering the training in various sessions throughout 
the year. For example, the first round has been offered in Fall 2012 and was provided in four 
evening sessions. In the following winter and spring sessions, it will be offered either in the 
mornings or on the weekends to help make it accessible to all resource parents and volunteers. 
This writer is also providing support to resource staff who work with the families participating in 
the training. This additional support is provided through individual consultation or through 
attending team meetings etc.   

 
3. The Children’s Aid Society of Brant is committed to working with all families in  

order to ensure safe and nurturing environments for all children. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

GOAL TASKS STEPS TAKEN IN 2012 

Engage in 
dialoguing with 
families on AOP 
and how to 
improve our 
practice. 

 Assist the committee and agency 
engage the community in the 
formation of a parent’s advisory 
committee. Examine the feasibility 
of engaging the current 
mechanisms in place to assist 
with this (for example the 
Community Chats held by CDU 
etc). 

 Assist the committee and agency 
engage the community in the 
formation of a service providers 
advisory committee. 

 Create the VOFY 
subcommittee 
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As outlined in the previous section, in the past year, this writer has worked with the D-AOP 
Committee on creating the VOFY subcommittee charged with examining how to be more inclusive 
of the families and youth that we work with.  
 
Additionally, this writer has been working with the agency’s Quality Assurance Manager and 
Special Projects Manager on incorporating ways to solicit family input on the Signs of Safety 
model practiced at Brant CAS.. 

 
4. The Children’s Aid Society recognizes and values the diversity of families. 

 
 

An additional layer of support, outreach and advocacy that this agency continues to provide is  
through it’s involvement on various community tables and presence at various cultural events.  
For example, in the past two years, there has been a movement in the community to focus on the 
needs of the LGBT community in Brantford.  Our agency has been involved in this work through 
our participation on The Bridge Committee (LGBT taskforce). In the past year in particular, the 
agency has played a key role in the Brantford community in supporting and advocating for LGBT 
youth and families. This writer worked with the D-AOP Committee and The Bridge to participate in 
the second annual Brantford Pride and as a visible indicator of support, our agency raised the 
Pride flag during Pride Week. Our agency also played a role in advocating the larger community 
by sharing our intent to raise the flag and encouraging other service providers to do the same. We 
received favourable interest from our colleagues and we also shared resources on where to 
purchase flags and other items of inclusion and support. 
 
Additionally, In this past year, this writer has attempted to attend and provide outreach at various 
cultural events to increase the profile of the agency. However, due to time constraints of this role, 
it is important for the responsibility of representing the agency at these events to be shared 
amongst different staff members.  Therefore, this writer has taken forward these outreach 
opportunities to the D-AOP Committee to solicit other staff involvement. This is a key component 
in the agency’s work as it provides the community with different opportunities to view the agency’s 
role in the welfare of the community’s diverse families and communities.  It is this writer’s hope 
that every two years, this role can focus on outreach and advocacy for different groups. For 
example, this past year and the upcoming year, the agency is focusing on providing training etc 
for staff on working with LGBT youth.  The following year, the agency can focus on deepening 
staff’s understanding and advocacy initiatives on another diverse area – perhaps on (dis)ability or 
on poverty or any other area as endorsed by the D-AOP Committee.   

 
 
 

GOAL TASKS STEPS TAKEN IN 2012 

Collaborate with 
the community on 
diversity 
initiatives  

 Help to increase visibility at cultural 
events to reduce the fears 
associated with CAS 

 Collaborate with other agencies to 
develop materials in different 
languages that are accessible. 

 Member of the ISTEP Committee 

 Attended and provided 
outreach at events such as 
Brantford-Brant Pride on 
behalf of the agency.   

 Raised the LGBTQ Pride 
flag as a sign of support and 
advocacy for LGBT youth 
and families 
 

 Continued member of 
ISTEP 
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5. The Children’s Aid Society of Brant works collaboratively with community partners to serve 

families. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In the past year, this writer has worked with staff from different agencies through participation on 
different community committees, attendance at different training events as well as different 
community meetings. This writer has offered support to other agencies who are embarking on 
their AO journey both within the Brant community as well as throughout the Ontario child welfare 
community. This writer has received various calls/emails from different child welfare agencies 
seeking support and whenever possible, this writer attempts to assist with information, resources 
and linkages to other individuals/agencies etc.   
 
in the past year, this writer has also supported other agencies/organizations through their AO 
journey towards the collective goal of social justice for all families. For example, this writer 
presented “Organizationally Incorporating Anti-Oppressive Practice” at Brantford-Brant Health 
Equity Forum 2012 and was also a guest lecturer on “Anti-Oppressive Practice” for Contemporary 
Studies students at Wilfrid Laurier Brant.  

             
Considerations for the future and closing remarks 
This initial year of the role of the AOP Manager in the agency has been one of learning, growth, 
reflection and challenge. This first year has shown us that there are various areas that this role 
can focus on and hence the need for multi-year work-plans.  As with the nature of families and 
communities, this work is also organic and deeply influenced by both internal and external factors. 
The upcoming year will be one of continuing the work that was started in the first year and 
building upon it in conjunction with the families and communities’ feedback received from the 
agency’s strategic planning process.   
 
It is my hope that we will continue to humbly walk alongside this path with families and youth to 
help deepen our practice towards respectful, inclusive and transparent work with our community. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
Iona Sky 
AOP Manager, December 2012 

GOAL TASKS STEPS TAKEN IN 2011-12 

 
Engage the 
community in 
dialoguing on AOP 
and how to improve 
our practice 
 
 
 

 Assist the committee and 
agency engage the community 
in the formation of a service 
providers advisory committee. 

 Enhance our profile regarding 
AOP work in the community so 
that service providers know 
what to expect from our 
service. 

 Assist other agencies with their 
AO journey through sharing of 
resources, education, support, 
etc.  

 Create a community AO 
table/committee. 

 Liaise with other agencies on 
what we need to know on 
engagement with them.  

 
 

 Enhance agency’s AO 
profile throughout 
involvement in various 
agency meetings etc. our 
profile regarding AOP work 
in the community so that 
service providers know what 
to expect from our service. 

 Provided consultation 
support to other agencies 
regarding AO and diversity. 

 Provided presentations 
throughout the community 
on AOP and our agency.  


